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India holds a very sweet position in the Global Sugar Industry with the top slot for
sugar consumption and the second in sugar production after Brazil. India produces
34,818,700tonsofsugarannually.

Cultivation of sugarcane is the main source of sugar production in India and it is
called cane sugar. 70% of sugar is produced from sugarcane and the remaining 30%
ofsugarcomesfromsugarbeet.

The Indiansugar industrysofar,has successfullymet the domesticdemanddespite
the highest sugar consumption and not a single grain has been imported during the
last few years. On the contrary India seems to become a lucrative export hub for
sugar infuture.

The trade figures of India correspond to the mark of 1.5 million tons. The climate
and soil condition in some parts of India are favourable for sugar cane cultivation.
The sugar production up to 31st March, 2012, is 232 lakh tons. This is about 27.5 lakh
tons higher than the productionof204.5 lakh tons last year, indicating an increase of
13% over last year. Uttar Pradesh has already produced 66.35 lakh tons up to the
end of March 2012, U.P. alone accounts for 24% of the overall sugar production and
Maharashtra's contributioncanbetotalledto20%.

There are about 599 sugar mills all over India. Maharashtra itself accounts for 194
factories. The sugar industry has a brighter side in respect of its by-products e.g. Co-
generation. The principal by-products are molasses which are utilized in the
production of bio-fuel, ethanol and other products in distilleries used for other
commercialpurposes.

The recent problem of conversion of food/feed grain into bio-fuel ethanol
particularly from corn-soya has thrown the price of the feed/food grains to sky
high.

Pixie Consulting Solutions LTD. (PCSL) is a trade news publication house
unanimously publishing 23 trade specified journals aiming to various segments of
agriculture industry. Our goal is to cater top 2000 companies in India & Abroad &
facilitate them with best of the trade information via our Trade shows & Magazines.
Wewelcomeall for theirviews&ideas towards thepathofsuccessandProsperity.
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Partnership aimed at providing Stacker Reclaimers, Wagon tipplers
among others to Power, Mining, Mineral and Cement Industries in India
and Abroad ~
Hyderabad, 21st October, 2011 One of India's premier Bulk Material
Handling and Conveying Systems provider Bevcon Wayors Pvt. Ltd and
Financing & Manufacturing & Know-How Ltd (FMK), Poland's premier
design & engineering consultancy, today announced their strategic
partnership to introduce special conveying products that will provide
revolutionary solutions to complex material handling issues of core
industrial sectors.
Following this collaboration, industries from Power, Cement, Mining
and Mineral sector will greatly benefit from the introduction of Stacker-
Reclaimer, Wagon Tippler, Portal Scrapper and Paddle Feeders.
These special conveying products will enable core industries to manage
their bulk materials like coal, iron ore and limestone effectively and
efficiently. For instance, Stacker-Reclaimer can stack and reclaim bulk
materials up to a height of 70 meters, much higher than any other
available conventional conveying system thereby saving space and
capital investment for the industries.
The new relationship between the two pioneering organizations takes
the form of an extensive tie-up whose scope of collaboration will cover
the Design & Engineering, Manufacturing, Quality and Assurance,
Supervision of Erection and Commissioning of the special conveying
products and solutions.
Commenting further on this strategic partnership, Mr. P Suneel
Lakshman, Managing Director, Bevcon Wayors said: “We are proud to
partner with FMK Poland, one of Europe's leading design engineering
organizations in providing state-of-the-art products and solutions for
core industries to manage bulk materials effectively and efficiently.
Having cemented ourselves as India's preferred bulk material handling 
and processing solutions provider in our segment, this tie-up is another
step forward in Bevcon Wayors' commitment towards providing cutting
edge engineering, manufacturing and research capabilities to the core
industries across India and abroad. Given the increasing need for
managing bulk materials across sectors, we believe that robust
technology delivery and better brand alliances like ours will lead to
superior customer confidence.”
Speaking on this occasion, Mr. Jan Czechowski, Senior Vice-President,
FMK Poland said, “FMK is committed to become a globally recognized
design, engineering and manufacturing organization in the field of
material handling. In order to expand our footprint
beyond Europe, we have been scouting for partners with similar
capabilities and tenacity for growth. This partnership with Bevcon
Wayors is significant to our growth and gives us the opportunity to
introduce our revolutionary products to Indian market. For varied
material handling needs, FMK will be able to provide a bouquet of
special conveying products, through this partnership. For the core
industry players this is another evolution in ways they handle bulk
materials and to make the most of the buoyant market climate in India”.
FMK, in the process of analyzing the strength and potential available
towards designing, engineering and manufacturing of conveyor
systems, crushers and screens of Bevcon Wayors will extend this
association to buy back Bevcon Wayors components and products for the
ongoing and future projects FMK execute in Poland.
And also as part of the partnership, FMK will train Bevcon Wayors
engineers in designing, up-gradation and support in manufacturing
technologies, standardization of Quality Assurance processes and
systems, erecting and commissioning the special conveying products.
For further media queries, please contact
Shabbir Khan, Mob: 8885564075, Shabbir.khan@bevconwayors.com

Saisidha has been at the forefront in making its presence felt at various
high profile domestic and international Conventions, Seminars, and
Conclaves etc. in India and abroad. Saisidha had its representation at
recently concluded Indo-African conclave at New-Delhi in March

2012.Where a host of African nations were present with large contingents
to interact with their Indian counterparts.
Such platforms and events have a great relevance in opening up

boundaries for business and give a broad perspective of the
opportunities in sugar sector, world-over. Saisidha has widened its
overseas contact base not only for business but has also been looking to
acquire know-how of cutting edge technologies world-wide in pursuit of
excellence in what it offers to the clients.
Saisidha shall also be present at”ISRMAX Asia-Sugar 2012” being held at
Thailand in August 2012 looking to new horizons and openings for
business in South East Asian countries.

Bevcon Wayors ties up with FMK Poland
to offer Revolutionary Special Conveying
Products to the Core Industries in India

Saisidha Presence in Indo 
African Conclave
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Bevcon Wayors ties up with FMK Polandy p
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among others to Power, Mining, Mineral and Cement Industries in Indiag
and Abroad ~
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Handling and Conveying Systems provider Bevcon Wayors Pvt. Ltd andg y g y y
Financing & Manufacturing & Know-How Ltd (FMK), Poland's premierg g
design & engineering consultancy, today announced their strategicg g g y y g
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Following this collaboration, industries from Power, Cement, Miningg g
and Mineral sector will greatly benefit from the introduction of Stacker-g y
Reclaimer, Wagon Tippler, Portal Scrapper and Paddle Feeders.
These special conveying products will enable core industries to managey g g
their bulk materials like coal, iron ore and limestone effectively andy
efficiently. For instance, Stacker-Reclaimer can stack and reclaim bulky
materials up to a height of 70 meters, much higher than any otherg g y
available conventional conveying system thereby saving space andy g
capital investment for the industries.
The new relationship between the two pioneering organizations takes
the form of an extensive tie-up whose scope of collaboration will cover

g g

the Design & Engineering, Manufacturing, Quality and Assurance,g g g g y
Supervision of Erection and Commissioning of the special conveying
products and solutions.
Commenting further on this strategic partnership, Mr. P Suneelg g
Lakshman, Managing Director, Bevcon Wayors said: “We are proud tog g y
partner with FMK Poland, one of Europe's leading design engineeringg g g g
organizations in providing state-of-the-art products and solutions forg g
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beyond Europe, we have been scouting for partners with similary g
capabilities and tenacity for growth. This partnership with Bevcony g
Wayors is significant to our growth and gives us the opportunity toy g g g y
introduce our revolutionary products to Indian market. For variedy
material handling needs, FMK will be able to provide a bouquet ofg
special conveying products, through this partnership. For the corey g g
industry players this is another evolution in ways they handle bulky y y y
materials and to make the most of the buoyant market climate in India”.
FMK, in the process of analyzing the strength and potential availabley g g
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Sugar cane production in Brazil's Center South, the main producing
region of the world's largest grower, may be 505 million metric tons in
the 2012-13 season starting in April, according to Jenkins Sugar Group
Inc.

That compares with 493.5 million tons so far in the current 2011-12
season, according to industry group Unica. Most of the harvesting has
already been completed, Unica saidon Feb.14. Jenkins' estimate is lower
than the 520 million tons forecast by Macquarie Group Ltd., Olam
International Ltd. and Kingsman SA and the 522 million tons estimated
byRabobankInternational.

“It's a low end of what the range has been for sure,” Jeff Dobrydney, a
vice president at the Wilton, Connecticut- based broker, said by phone
today. “We don't like the prospects of what was replanted year-on-year,
and based on the weather, which wasn't too dramatically different than
last year,wedon't seeany reasonfor thecroptoimprovesignificantly.”

The sugar cane crop in Brazil's Center South fell for the first time in a
decade in 2011-12 after drought, frost and flowering cut yields,
according to Unica. Flowering reduces the sugar content in the raw
material.

Cane replanting rates have been 10 percent to 12 percent year-on-year,
below the ideal level, Dobrydney said. The crop is also getting old, and
the idealageof theplantsshouldbe2yearsto21/2years,hesaid.

“It's an older crop, a crop that has not received enough investment to
propel a 15 or 20 percent crop replanting, which is what you look for at
this time,” he said. “The average age of the cane is probably somewhere
between3.9and4.5yearsnowandthat's certainlymuchtooold.”

Brazil's Sugar Cane Output May 
Be 505 Million Tons

“SUGAR LINKS” the first &only Indian
magazine (every Quarterly) dedicated to the
sugar industry.

Launched in Bangkok, Thailand with IMPACT
team. The main motive behind its inceptionis
to strengthen links between manufacturers&
buyers of sugar industry. It aims to provide a
perfect platform to Indian sugar industry to

connect it to International market. However,
this will not only showcase the Sugar industry,
but will also provide a unique insight into
other sector of sugar industry &its by-products
which includes ethanol, co-generation and
much more.

This magazine will be distributed to the top 10
sugar producing countries including

industrial & trade associations, mills,
distilleries, Sugar processing units etc.

In the top 10 countries we consider the Brazil,
India, China, Mexico, Thailand, Pakistan,
Colombia, Australia, Indonesia and USA.

For further information, please contact:

+91 9991705002 | sugar@pixie.co.in

Launching of Sugar Links Magazine

Manoj Singla-Co Editor of Sugar Links from PCSL, India with Impact Team in Thailand

FIJI has a lot to learn from India in terms of maintaining and sustaining a
viable sugar industry. These were the words of Sugar permanent
secretary Lieutenant Colonel Manasa Vaniqi on his return from the
International Sugar Organisation meeting that was held there.

Lt-Col Vaniqi said
despite having 15
m i l l i o n f a r m e r s
w o r k i n g o n f i v e
m i l l i o n h e c t a r e s ,
India's sugar industry
stakeholders worked
in tandem for the
common benefit of the
country as a whole.

"They have a sound
structure. Millers work

to ensure that factories are at their best and produce sugar very efficiently
while growers focus on getting the best yield possible from their cane
fields," he said.

He said Indian farmers also used every means possible to get their cane to
the mills and local growers could take a leaf out of their book.

"Apart from the usual rail and lorry transport, growers there also use
bullocks pulling carts and even people pushing carts ù and the onus was
delivering the best possible cane to the mill on time," said Lt-Col Vaniqi.

Meanwhile, the Indian government has promised to investigate
allegedly faulty equipment used by Indian technicians during mill
upgrades conducted in Fiji between 2007-2010, funded by an Export
Import Bank of India line of credit to the tune of $92.97 million.

How Fiji can learn from India
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The New Generation “BEVCON SIZER MACHINE” in technical
collaboration with NOMA SIEBTECHNIK, Germany & ROLLIER
IBERICA, S.L., Spain, is a compactly designed unit with multi decks

arranged at various slope angles and a
distribution feeder. This greatly
improves the screening efficiency in
fine screening applications especially
Sugar, Tea, Coffee, Salt, Spices,
Minerals, Chemicals among others and 
help achieve large capacities with an
extremely high degree of safety and
extremely Low Maintenance costs. The

Sizer body frame is fitted with the wear resistant liners for efficient flow;
clogs free screening & extended life of the Sizer. Bevcon-Noma Sizer
Machines have a range of separation from 0.1mm to 50mm with two, four
and six decks. Machine width is available from 500 to 3000mm. Options
for material of construction available in carbon steel, stainless steel &
special steel.
For further information contact:
Bevcon Wayors Pvt. Ltd., Ground Floor, Kavya Apartments, 
Madhuranagar, Hyderabad - 500 038, Tel: +90 40 23732628, 23747643.
Fax: +91 40 23750435, 66623588., E-mail: corporate@bevconwayors.com
Web: www.bevconwayors.com

Saisidha an ISO: 9001-2008
organisation established almost
two decades back, today covers
the entire ambit of Sugar Plants, 
Sugar Refineries, Co-generation
Projects, Distillation Units and
allied industries.
With the highly professional
technocrats in its team of
experts, in all unit operations of
sugar plants, Saisidha has
created an enviable track record
in execut ing engineering
p r o j e c t s i n l i n e w i t h
International Standards and
well within stipulated time-
frame.
S a i s i d h a a l s o o f f e r s a
r e v o l u t i o n a r y “ M u l t i
Misalignment Polyester Sling
Coupling” to replace the
conventional tail-bar coupling.
The system offers a safe
transmission of power from
drive to the mills because of its inbuilt design feature enabling it to absorb
mis-alignments of large magnitude without affecting milling operations.
Another patented offering from the house of Saisidha is the “ Condensate
Re-boiler System” for heating of raw juice eliminating use of steam
altogether at this stage.

Revolutionary “Multi Misalignment
Polyester Sling Coupling” by Saisidha

The extremely smooth finish of Atul Screens ensures minimum break-
up of the sugar crystal.
The precise sharp and chrome hardened conical slots on Atul Screens
ensures highly efficient crystal separation. Due to their conical shape,
the slots are far less susceptible to clogging or blinding.
The hard chrome plating on the working sides of Atul Screens
increases the wear resistance thereby extending the working life span
considerably.
Due to their good ductility, Atul screens are very easy to mount and
handle.
Atul screens do not deform because of low internal stresses.
The appreciable tensile strength of Atul Screens prevents damages
because of the high centrifugal forces they are subjected to.

Atul Nickel Screens are available in a wide range of slot sizes and
configurations suitable for a variety of continuous centrifugals. A
wide choice of thickness and open area is offered by Atul.
Sucromax
New Nickel Screen with Supreme Performance

Here is one more addition to Atul's pioneering innovations.
Sucromax, the new generation Nickel Screen. This new improved
Nickel Screen is packed with features, each one developed by
anticipating specific customer needs. Sucromax is an innovative idea
that facilitates productivity and profitability in the sugar industry in
more ways than one.
Sucromax has more open area for more output.
Sucromax has reduced slot sizes for more sugar production, which
helps reduce losses and increases sugar yield without losing
throughput. This would also naturally give you reduced final
molasses purity.
Sucromax is made thicker than our standard screen for longer life.
Sucromax increases process efficiency & saves time thereby avoiding
unnecessary energy loss too.
Atul Electro Formers Ltd. | http://aefl.in

Atul Product: A Complete Solution 
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Bevcon-NomaSizer Machine with fine 
Screening application for sugar Industry
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Bevcon-NomaSizer Machine with fine 
Screening application for sugar Industry
The New Generation “BEVCON SIZER MACHINE” in technical
collaboration with NOMA SIEBTECHNIK, Germany & ROLLIERy
IBERICA, S.L., Spain, is a compactly designed unit with multi decksy g

arranged at various slope angles and ag g
distribution feeder. This greatlyg y
improves the screening efficiency ing y
fine screening applications especiallyg y
Sugar, Tea, Coffee, Salt, Spices,g
Minerals, Chemicals among others andg
help achieve large capacities with ang
extremely high degree of safety andy g g y
extremely Low Maintenance costs. They

Sizer body frame is fitted with the wear resistant liners for efficient flow;y
clogs free screening & extended life of the Sizer. Bevcon-Noma Sizerg g
Machines have a range of separation from 0.1mm to 50mm with two, fourg
and six decks. Machine width is available from 500 to 3000mm. Options
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Bevcon Wayors Pvt. Ltd., Ground Floor, Kavya Apartments,y
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